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Besides the provision made by the regulars, the
Bishops have established diocesan colleges in most
of the more important country towns—primarily to
give an early training to the aspirant to the priesthood,
but also to make secondary teaching cheaply accessible.
It is thus clear that the whole teaching of Catholics
up to the University period is in clerical control and
in great measure given by clerics. Lay teachers are
employed to supplement the staff, but their position
is unimportant. In effect the teaching profession in
this grade is closed against the laity. Correspondingly
the higher education of Irish girls is in the hands of
nuns, and their establishments have not at all the
degree of efficiency reached by the Jesuits.
It is in the department of secondary education that
clerical control will be hardest to shake in Ireland.
The Free State Government on assuming office im-
mediately relegated the Board of Primary Education
to a mere advisory capacity* Education as a whole
is directed by a minister who is a layman, and under
democratic government the teachers are likely to
improve their position as against the managers. In
the University, clerical influence is already very
greatly lessened. But in the intervening stage, unless
a new profession grows up, clerical control must
remain. One thing is common to the whole system of
secondary teaching for Catholics. Education is sold
under cost price. Before the war, Clongowes, which
is equipped with playing-fields, gymnasium, swimming-
bath, and so forth, like a first-class English school,
and has a teaching staff of the corresponding standard,
charged £40 a year for a boarder. The thing was
possible because some twenty able men were giving
their services without pay. Diocesan schools were
considerably cheaper. The result has probably been
bad for Ireland: people have not learnt to make
sacrifices for the education of their children: they
have rather expected to be rewarded for allowing
education to be given over a prolonged period. Yet

